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COMBEKK ORIGINAL COLLECTIONS (RECYCLED MATERIALS ONLY)

1 COMBEKK ORIGINAL CAST IRON RANGE

COMBEKK COLLECTIONS (RECYCLED MATERIALS ONLY)

2 CAST IRON 

3 ALUMINUM WITH CERAMIC COATING

4 STAINLESS STEEL (NO COATING)

5 STAINLESS STEEL WITH CERAMIC COATING

6 PAPER CUTTING BOARDS

7 KNIVES

8  LEATHER APRONS

9 INDUCTION MATS  



ORIGINAL RECYCLED CAST IRON 
COMBEKK was founded in Holland in 2015. As first brand in the world, we made a Dutch 
Oven made of premium recycled cast iron, produced local in Holland and 100% traceable. 
The name “Dutch Oven” refers to a manufacturing technique in which molten iron is poured 
into a sand mold. The Dutch invented this technique and therefore we are very proud that we 
are the only brand casting our Original toprange in the Netherlands. A Dutch Oven from the 
Netherlands, as it should be!

Original collection
This is the highest quality cast iron range ever made around the globe. This collection is 
6mm thick, the heavy metal of cookware. From open fire to induction, it can handle any type 
of heat. Made from 100% recyceld premium cast iron, produced locally. This exceptional 
design is very detailed, from lid to bottom. 











RECYCLED CAST IRON
We want to make sustainable available for every household across the globe. 
That’s why we created an extra collection of affordable & high quality cast iron items 
called COMBEKK sous-chef. High quality, 100% recycled cast iron and still the recognizable 
COMBEKK signature. 4,5 mm thick provided with a professional emaille coating. 
Cooking in this range is a party for every chef, at home or in a restaurant. 







spread ALU

RECYCLED ALUMINUM
An aluminum range with a professional ceramic coating. The light weight, completely 
black fry pan range is the perfect fry pan for making pancakes, frying eggs and all sort of 
food that’s usually sticking to the bottom of your fry pan. This fry pan has a perfect heat 
distribution and the professional ILAG ceramic coating makes frying so easy. Due to the 
coating this fry pan is also very durable. Of course its made from recycled materials only. 



ALUMINUM FRY PAN ALU-Y

The COMBEKK Ceramic Fry Pans are light weighted, have an eye-catching black 
design and come in two designs. This design - ALU-Y - has bold sides, which makes 
this pan ideal to toss and flop various ingredients with. All aluminum fry pans are 
made of at least 70% recycled aluminum, the handle has a comfortable grip made of 
100% recycled bakelite. 

The ILAG ceramic coating gives this pan the perfect, sustainable, and easy to cook 
with finish. Suitable for every heat source. The professional ceramic coating is 
PFAS-free and BPA-free.



ALUMINUM FRY PAN ALU-X

The COMBEKK Ceramic Fry Pans are light weighted, have an eye-catching black design 
and come in two editions. This design - ALU-X - has straight sides, which makes this pan 
ideal to stir and make sauces with. This baking surface is even bigger than the ALU-Y 
design. All Ceramic fry pans are made of at least 70% recycled aluminum, the handle has 
a comfortable grip and is made of 100% recycled bakelite. The ceramic coating gives 
this pan the perfect, sustainable, and easy to cook with finish. Suitable for every heat 
source. The professional ceramic coating is PFAS-and BPA-free. 

RECYCLED ALUMINUM ALU-X  FRY PAN
20 CM - 8,7 INCH

201120

RECYCLED ALUMINUM ALU-X FRY PAN
24 CM - 10,2 INCH 

201124

RECYCLED ALUMINUM ALU-X FRY PAN 
28 CM - 11 INCH 

201128

RECYCLED ALUMINUM ALU-X FRY PAN 
32 CM - 13 INCH 

201132





RECYCLED STAINLESS STEEL
We introduce to you: the first recycled stainless steel in the world. A range of 100% solid 
stainless steel that’s unbreakable. These cookware items last a lifetime and look great on 
your stove as well. Due to the thick bottom all cooking pots and fry pans have the perfect 
heat distribution. Suited for ever heat source, even induction. Not only for cooking at home, 
but also for restaurants or hotels. Oven safe and dishwasher safe.



RECYCLED STAINLESS STEEL SET

The Recycled Stainless Steel Cooking Set is perfect if you are done with all your old 
pots and want new ones that just look great on your stove. And last a lifetime due to 
the premium quality stainless steel. A solid cooking set that can be used for boiling 
vegetables. eggs, pasta and more. The Recycled Stainless Steel Cooking set consists 
of one saucepan with a silver round shaped handle and three different sizes silver 
pans with lids (16 cm - 18 cm - 20 cm). The lids are provided with a typical COMBEKK 
design and logos on the knob and handles. The cooking set is made of recycled 
stainless steel and is perfect for daily use in the kitchen. Add the fine large (single) 
soup pan to the cooking set and make it a set of 5. Dishwasher safe, suited for every 
heat source + oven.



RECYCLED STAINLESS STEEL SINGLE POTS

The Recycled Stainless Steel single pots are made of high quality recycled stainless 
steel and can be used for making soup, making sauces, boiling 
vegetables, pasta or eggs. The Recycled Stainless Steel singles are the ideal cooking 
pots for every kitchen and they’re great in combination with the recycled stainless 
steel fry pans. The lid is provided with a typical COMBEKK design and logos on the 
knob and handles. The pots are suited for every heat source (even induction) oven 
safe and dishwasher safe.

S-S SAUCE PAN 
16 CM - 2,5 L

151101

S-S COOKING POT
16 CM - 2,5L

151102

S-S COOKING POT
18 CM - 4,2L

151103

S-S COOKING POT
20 CM - 5,6L

151104

S-S COOKING POT
24 CM - 11,25L

151105





RECYCLED STAINLESS 
STEEL & CERAMIC COATING
The COMBEKK Ceramic PRO is made from premium quality stainless steel and provided with a 
durable, natural coating. This fry pan is not exactly a lightweight if you’re talking about kitchen 
assets. The hollow handle makes this pan perfect for cooking without burning your hands. 
The ceramic coating makes it so easy to clean, easy to serve on a platter and durable as well. 
The 6mm sandwich bottom - made from 100% recyceld, solid stainless steel - makes sure the 
heat is divided perfectly. Due to the 3 ply thick bottom, this fry pan is rock solid and it not easy 
to flip over on your stove. Oven & dishwasher safe.



S/S Fry Pan 20CM SUS-Y Ceramic PRO 
20 CM - 8 INCH

152120

S/S FRY PAN 24CM SUS-Y Ceramic PRO
24 CM - 10 INCH

152124

S/S FRY PAN 28CM SUS-Y Ceramic PRO
28 CM - 11 INCH

152128

S/S FRY PAN 32CM SUS-Y Ceramic PRO
32 CM - 13 INCH

152132

CERAMIC PRO FRY PAN 

The COMBEKK Ceramic PRO is made from premium quality stainless steel and provided 
with a durable, natural coating. This fry pan is not exactly a lightweight if you’re talking 
about kitchen assets. The hollow handle makes this pan perfect for cooking without 
burning your hands. 

The ceramic coating makes it so easy to clean, easy to serve on a platter and durable 
as well. The 6mm sandwich bottom - made from 100% recyceld, solid stainless steel - 
makes sure the heat is divided perfectly. Due to the 3 ply thick bottom, this fry pan is 
rock solid and it not easy to flip over on your stove. 

Suited for every heat source (even induction) oven & dishwasher safe.



S/S HIGH FRY PAN 32CM SUS-Y Ceramic PRO
32 CM - 13 INCH

152132

CERAMIC PRO HIGH FRY PAN 

The COMBEKK Ceramic PRO high fry pan. A great addition to the Ceramic PRO fry 
pan range. When cooking large(r) one pot meals, this fry pan with extra high sides is 
absolutely perfect. Capacity: 4,5L. 

It’s made from solid & premium quality stainless steel and provided with a durable, 
natural coating. This high fry pan is not exactly a lightweight if you’re talking about 
kitchen assets. The ceramic coating makes it so easy to clean, easy to serve on a platter 
and durable as well. The 6mm sandwich bottom - made from 100% recyceld, solid 
stainless steel - makes sure the heat is divided perfectly. Due to the 3 ply thick bottom, 
this fry pan is rock solid and it not easy to flip over on your stove. Also suitable for the 
oven. Dishwasher safe.











CUTLERY

Fine dining with the COMBEKK Cutlery. The first cutlery made of recycled stainless 
steel. Available in 24 pieces set or in 30 pieces. The 24 pieces set consists of a knife, 
fork, spoon large and spoon small. In the 30 pieces set, we added a small fork. 
Perfect for eating pie or cake. 

Available in three colors, silver, gold and black. This cutlery is suited for the 
dishwasher. It’s made from solid silver, gold or black stainless steel. Uncoated so the 
cutlery is very durable as well. An eye-catching design of recycled stainless steel. 
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